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Abstract: - A robust financial market volatility forecasting and adjustment algorithm, leveraging time series analysis techniques, offers a 

comprehensive approach to anticipate and adapt to market fluctuations. By integrating sophisticated modeling with data, it enhances risk 

management strategies and decision-making processes for investors and financial institutions. One drawback of combining financial 

market volatility forecasting with time series analysis is the potential for inaccuracies in predictions due to the assumption of stationary 

data, which may not hold in rapidly changing market conditions. In this manuscript Financial Market Volatility Forecasting and Volatility 

Adjustment Algorithm Combined with Time Series Analysis (FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN) is proposed. Initially, data are collected 

from mainland China given that financial data and info as Bloomberg. The data are fed to feature extraction; sequence features like 

Volume, night, bias, pctChg, money are extracted based on Quadratic Phase S-Transform (QPST).Finally the extracted features are fed to 

Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural Network (PGCN-SINN) for Financial Market 

Volatility Forecasting. In General, Hybrid PGCN-SINN does not precise adjusting optimization schemes to define optimal parameters to 

certify correct Financial Market Volatility Forecasting. Hence, Stock Exchange Trading Optimization Algorithm (SETOA) is to optimize 

to Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural Network (PGCN-SINN) which accurately Financial 

Market Volatility Forecasting. The proposed technique implemented in python and efficacy of FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN 

technique is assessed with support of numerous performances like accuracy, MAE, Mean Square Error(MSE), RMSE, mean absolute 

percentage error (MAPE), mean squared logarithmic error (MSLE), also symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE)is analysed. 

Proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method attain 30.53%, 23.34%, and 32.64% higher  Accuracy ; 29.43%, 21.30%, and 31.63% 

low Mean Absolute Percentage Error and 39.57%, 25.30%, and 33.68% low Root mean square error analysed with the existing for 

Financial Market Volatility Forecasting and Volatility Adjustment Algorithm Combined with Time Series Analysis using Hybrid 

Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural Network. Then, performance of FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-

SINN technique is analysed with existing methods, such as Instability estimating for stock market guide depend on difficult system and 

cross DL method (VF-SMI-CNN), Ensure artificial neural networks (NN) deliver better volatility predictions: Evidence since Asian 

markets (IVF-EAM-ANN), and Research arranged Graph Neural Network in Stock Market (SM-RGNN)respectively. 

Keywords: Stock Exchange Trading Optimization Algorithm, Quadratic Phase S-Transform, Financial Market Volatility 

Forecasting, Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks, Statistics-Informed Neural Network 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Financial market volatility forecasting and adjustment algorithms, together with time series analysis, are critical 

tools for understanding and managing risk in investment portfolios [1]. These methods use historical data and 

advanced statistical models to anticipate future volatility levels, allowing investors to make informed choices 

about asset sharing and risk management [2]. Furthermore, the use of time series analysis enables the detection 

of patterns and trends in market volatility, permitting the development of dynamic strategies to change portfolio 

exposures accordingly [3]. This incorporation of quantitative tools can help investors manage tumultuous 

market circumstances and optimize portfolio performance. Understanding the complex and volatile nature of 

financial markets is crucial for predicting collapses and recoveries [4]. Various learning technologies, including 

financial mathematics and machine learning, have been used to sort accurate market forecasts. Financial time 

series forecasting is critical in mitigating market risks and improving investment portfolios [5]. Financial 

engineering demands a strategy that is understandable, robust, and compatible. Many published research studies 

use multi-modal data, making prediction algorithms complex and difficult to interpret [6]. Additionally, they do 

not allow for migration across different data sets. Candlestick data-based analysis is promising in this case. 

Technical analyses, which are widely used in financial markets, are more accessible and easier to understand 

[7]. For decades, researchers have studied financial market volatility. Stockbrokers and investors anticipate 

dependable estimates of future stock indices, yet they often exhibit unpredictable, intricate, and nonlinear 
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reactions [8]. This highlights the need for precise prediction systems to estimated stock market behavior. 

Numerous computational intelligence technologies have utilized in economic forecasting, in addition to more 

traditional methods [9]. Accurate forecasting requires selecting an efficient model with optimal 

hyperparameters. Deep learning is being used to predict stock prices in the financial industry, as research 

continues [10]. Advancements in AI and machine learning, large-scale data, and machine capabilities provide 

advanced methodologies for predicting stock prices. Easy access to investing options has made the stock market 

more complex and volatile than before [11].  

The global market requires a trustworthy and accurate forecasting model that can account for its volatile and 

nonlinear behavior in a comprehensive framework [12].The stock market is a monetary market where shares of 

openly traded companies are bought and vended. This metric measures a country's financial health by analyzing 

company execution and the business climate [13]. Stock prices are regulated by source and require. Investing in 

the stock market is risky but yield big long-term gains. Artificial intelligence (AI), with the stock market, is 

becoming more common in the financial sector [14].System analysis requires time-series forecasting. Numerous 

conventional studies have focused on specific stock-oriented solutions while ignoring broad approaches to 

financial time series or omitting the system's dynamics and its triggering elements [15]. With steady financial 

indications, it is challenging to completely adjust to changing market conditions. In order to forecast data from 

time series, features must be extracted from observed events and trends must be forecasted [16]. While deep 

learning techniques are extensively employed in domain, their focus on guess correctness might not be the best 

for data from future time series. A outlooks time series requires more than just excellent forecast accuracy to be 

successful [17]. In many industries, including banking, engineering, and healthcare, time series estimating is a 

difficult and popular topic [18]. A time series is a collection of data points arranged in chronological order to 

show how a given occurrence has changed over time [19]. Understanding the phenomenon's underlying patterns, 

structures, and trends through time series analysis can aid in understanding its dynamics and behavior [20]. 

A few disadvantages to financial market volatility forecasting, time series analysis, and volatility adjustment 

algorithms, even if they can provide risk managers and investors with insightful information. Their reliance on 

historical data and the presumption of stable market circumstances constitute a major drawback. These models 

might be unable to correctly forecast abrupt shifts or structural modifications in market dynamics, such as those 

brought on by unforeseen circumstances or changes in policy. They might also fail to consider the impact of 

exogenous factors, such as developments in technology or geopolitics, which have a big influence on market 

volatility. As such, depending exclusively on these techniques could result in poor risk management plans or 

poor investment choices, underscoring the significance of combining quantitative methods with expert opinion 

and qualitative analysis. 

A novel approach for volatility forecasting and adjustment in financial market analysis is introduced by 

combining Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural Networks 

(PGCN-SINN) Using time series analysis; this novel approach combines statistical insights with intricate market 

data to improve prediction accuracy and flexibility. This hybrid approach provides a comprehensive 

understanding of market dynamics by combining statistical elements and dynamic graph topologies, allowing 

for more effective risk management and investing methods. This innovative combination of cutting-edge 

machine learning methods not only solves the difficulties associated with predicting market volatility, but it also 

offers a flexible and scalable way to handle the complexities of today's complex financial environments. 

Major contribution of this research work summarized as below 

• In this manuscript Financial Market Volatility Forecasting and Volatility Adjustment Algorithm 

Combined with Time Series Analysis using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-

Informed Neural Network (FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN). 

• The data are collected from land China giving financial facts and info as Bloomberg. The data are fed 

to feature extraction using Quadratic Phase S-Transform (QPST) extracted sequence features like Volume, 

night, bias, pctChg, money. 

• Using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural Network 

(PGCN-SINN) for Financial Market Volatility Forecasting.  Finally accurately predict by using Stock Exchange 

Trading Optimization Algorithm (SETOA). 

Remaining portions of this work are arranged as below: part 2 analyses literature review, part 3 describes 

suggested technique; part 4 illustrates results; part 5 presents conclusion. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Some research works offered the literatures were depend on Financial Market Volatility Forecasting using deep 

learning; few of them were studied here, 

Songet al. [21] has suggested a Volatility predicting for stock market index based on complex network and 

hybrid DL method. This paper presents a hybrid CNN gated recurrent unit method for forecasting instability 

using high frequency monetary data. The model was created on transaction info and topological features derived 

from a difficult network of multi-market symbol patterns. CNN-GRU was a hybrid neural network that 

automatically extracts features from input pointers and processes long and short-term successively reliant on 

features, resulting in improved forecasting accuracy. It provides high accuracy. It has high mean absolute error. 

Sahineret al. [22]has suggested a Do Better volatility projections are produced by artificial neural networks: 

evidence from Asian markets. This research contributes to the continuing discussion on volatility estimating by 

analyzing the efficacy of various machine learning techniques, particularly ANN methods. For eleven Asian 

markets, the ANN methods are contrasted with conventional econometric methods utilizing daily data covering 

the period from 12 September 1994 to 5 March 2018. The empirical results demonstrate that ML procedures, 

through the spectrum of nations, can better estimate dependencies compared to classical benchmark models. 

Remarkably, these deep learning models performed better in terms of prediction, maybe because they could 

capture long-range relationships. It provides high accuracy. It has high Mean Square Error. 

Zhanget al. [23]has suggested Study on Graph Neural Network (GNN) in Stock Market. The stock market was a 

crucial component of the financial industry, and stock market predictions have an important impact on the 

returns and threat tolerance of whole industry. As deep learning and machine learning become more widely used 

in other domains, such text analysis and image processing, interest in using various models to forecast market 

volatility grows. However, the artificial neural network that relies on deep learning was unable to produce 

accurate predictions on stock information due to its distinct multi-source and heterogeneous properties. It 

provides high accuracy. It has high root mean squared error. 

Kooet al. [24] has suggested an A Hybrid Prediction Model for Stock Market Volatility that Integrates GARCH 

Models with an LSTM Network-Based Distribution Manipulation Strategy. In this Predicting volatility 

accurately was one of the most crucial aspects of financial decision making.  Artificial neural networks and 

GARCH-type models have recently been combined to create hybrid models, and the models' remarkable 

performance advantages have been demonstrated. Nonetheless, limited research has been conducted on hybrid 

models that take into account the characteristics of financial data distribution. Because weights in networks can 

only be taught to make correct predictions for the high frequency zone, the delivery of volatility time-series was 

strongly focussed near zero, which can lead to low guess performance across the whole probability density 

function domain. that was, near zero. It provides high accuracy. It has high mean absolute percentage error. 

Amirshahiet al. [25] has suggested a Hybrid DL and GARCH-family methods for predicting instability of 

cryptocurrencies. It has been demonstrated that the grouping of GARCH-type and Deep Learning models 

performs better than each model alone. When predicting the volatility of several industries, including the 

energy, precious metals, and stock markets in particular. In order to test this theory about the cryptocurrency 

market, a number of Deep Learning (DL) models based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks and 

Feed Forward Neural Networks (DFFNNs) were built, and their accuracy in predicting the volatility of 27 

cryptocurrencies was assessed. The productions of three GARCH-type models—GARCH, EGARCH, and 

APGARCH—with three different residual distribution moulds were then served into DFFNN and LSTM 

networks to create various hybrid models..It provides high accuracy. It has highmean squared logarithmic error. 

Chhajeret al. [26] has suggested the use cases of ANN, funding path machines, and long–short term memory for 

stock market forecast. This paper provides an overview of AI and ML as prognostic tools for the stock market. 

This article examines the assets and faintness of ML for stock market forecast, as well as the potential benefits 

and risks of using advanced technologies for this purpose. Predicting future events can be a safe approach to 

receive rewards, despite uncertainty. One like opportunity was the use of ML and AI to forecast stock market 

trends. It provides high accuracy. It has high symmetric mean absolute percentage error. 

Dalalet al. [27] have suggested a TLIA: Time-series predicting method using long short-term memory combined 

with ANN for volatile energy markets. This paper presents a novel strategy for forecasting energy market 

variations in the long and near term, resulting in extremely precise predictions for numerous data sets. The 

Enhancing Transformation Reduction (ETR) technique enhances data constancy, reduces seasonality and trends, 
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and addresses quick variations. The output of ETR was fed into a hybrid predicting method called "Time-Series 

Forecasting Model using Long Short-Term Memory integrated with Artificial Neural Networks" (TLIA).It 

provides high accuracy. It has high root mean squared error. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The suggested Financial Market Volatility Forecasting and Volatility Adjustment Algorithm Combined with 

Time Series Analysis using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural 

Network is discussed in this section. Block diagram of proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN is illustrated 

in figure 1.It includes mainland China giving financial data and info as Bloomberg, feature extraction using 

Quadratic Phase S-Transform the extracted sequence features like Volume, night, bias, pctChg, money. 

Financial Market Volatility Forecasting Using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with 

Statistics-Informed Neural Network, optimization using Stock Exchange Trading Optimization Algorithm are 

processes that make up this procedure. Consequently, a full explanation of each stage is provided below, 

 
Figure 1: Block diagram of FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN 

 

A. Data Acquisitions 

Initially, the input Image are collected from land China giving financial statistics and info as Bloomberg [21], 

The data collection for the experiential study can be resulting from WIND that is a provision company in land 

China giving financial data and info as Bloomberg. 

B. Indicator System and Forecasting Model 

1) Indicator System 

1.1) Complex Network Construction and Topological Characteristics 

First, build a design system for the stock market and then estimate the network topological features as volatility 

predicting indicators. 

1.2) Construction of a Pattern Network for the Stock Market 

Stock price designs are classified to four groups: sharp increasing, slow increasing, sharp dropping, and slow 

dropping, based on the sign of the return rate and correlation among the stock's instability and the broader 

market instability. The expressions are as follows. 
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Where S the return rate is in past 5 days, SU  is the instability in the past 5 days, and 'SU  is the normal 

volatility for the total market place. The down time window technique is used to compute S and SU , which is 

set to 5 days. The methods are as follows, 
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Where tClose  the final value on day t  and tr is the daily reoccurrence rate planned as follows, 
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The normal instability of a single share index in anage of time is considered as follows: 
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Where N  is the number of times. The average instability of a marketplace with M shares over N days is 

considered as tails, 
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The algorithm above calculates and combines the price patterns of each stock to generate a symbolic design for 

every day. We analyze the Shanghai share Index, Shenzhen ModuleIndex, then Hang Seng Index in China's 

home market using symbolic pattern networks. The symbolic pattern network is constructed using the Shanghai 

share Index, Hang Seng Index, alsoS&P500 Key to analyze how international advertise co-movements affect 

instability in China also the US stock markets. 

If a daily integrated symbolic pattern may be translated to another, the edge between the two nodes has a weight 

of 1 (and vice versa). To reduce computing complexity while maintaining accuracy, a sliding time space can be 

used to compute a complicated system over a defined period. Every window allows for the calculation of a 

complicated network, with the number of nodes equalling the number of days. 

C. Feature Extraction Using Quadratic Phase S-Transform 

In this segment, the input data are fed to feature extraction utilizing the Quadratic Phase S-Transform (QPST) 

[28]. QPST used to extract sequence features like Volume,night, bias, pctChg,money. The Quadratic Phase S-

Transform (QPST) has various advantages over other time-frequency analysis methods. Its ability to give high 

temporal and frequency resolution at the same time makes it ideal for evaluating non-stationary and time-

varying signals.  which have trade-offs between time and frequency resolution, QPST can accurately capture 

both localized time and frequency features, making it ideal for signal processing, pattern recognition, and 

biomedical signal analysis. Furthermore, QPST improves performance in identifying and characterizing 

transient events and closely spaced frequency components, making it a useful tool in a variety of applications 

requiring accurate time-frequency analysis.The Quadratic Phase S-Transform (QPST) was chosen for feature 

extraction because it captures frequency and time information simultaneously, which is essential for studying 

non-stationary signals. Unlike classic approaches such as the Fourier Transform, which only provide frequency-

domain data, the QPST provides a time-frequency representation that varies with local signal properties. This 

adaptability is critical for applications involving signal frequency content that changes over time, such as 

biological signal processing or voice analysis. Furthermore, compared to other time-frequency approaches, the 

QPST's quadratic phase modulation provides better resolution, allowing for exact localization of signal 

components in both the time and frequency domains. Leveraging the QPST's unique characteristics improves 
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feature extraction, better represents signal dynamics, and overall signal processing performance. Then the 

sequence features of Volume is given by the equation (7) 
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Where ),( zy− represents the non-zero window function, ),( zy  denotes the parameter set, T yg )(  
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Where  cotcot jzy− represents the angle of inversion formula, 2 is the fractional s- transform, 2
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parameter of quadratic phase S-transform, ),( zy− represents the non-zero window function, T yg )(  the s-

transform of any data and dy indicates the feature extraction of the transform. Then the sequence features of 

bias is given by the equation (9) 
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Quadratic Phase S-Transform (QPST) is gaining traction in financial market volatility forecasting due to its 

ability to capture both frequency and phase information, offering a comprehensive view of market dynamics. By 

applying Quadratic Phase S-Transform to financial data, analysts can uncover subtle patterns in market volatility 

evolution, enabling more accurate predictions and informed decision-making. Then the sequence features of 

pctChg is given by the equation (10) 

 ( )
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His unique feature of Quadratic Phase S-Transform lies in its capability to adaptively adjust to non-stationary 

signals, making it particularly suitable for modeling the complex and dynamic nature of financial markets. 

Researchers are exploring the efficacy of Quadratic Phase S-Transform in forecasting sudden spikes or declines 

in market volatility, crucial for risk management and portfolio optimization strategies. Then the sequence 

features of money is given by the equation (11) 
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Integrating Quadratic Phase S-Transform into existing volatility forecasting models offers a promising avenue 

for enhancing predictive accuracy and robustness, potentially leading to improved financial market risk 

management practices. This QPST successfully extracted feature extraction; sequence features like Volume, 

night, bias, pctChg, money from mainland China giving financial data and info as Bloomberg. Then the 

removed features are fed to The Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed 

Neural Network (PGCN-SINN). 

E. Financial Market Volatility Forecasting Using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with 

Statistics-Informed Neural Network 

This section discusses financial market volatility forecasting using the hybrid progressive graph convolutional 

networks with statistics-informed neural network(PGCN-SINN) [29-30].Hybrid Progressive Graph 

Convolutional Networks (PGCN) augmented with Statistics-Informed Neural Network (SINN) are a novel 

method that associates the power of graph convolutional networks with statistical insights to improve 

performance in a variety of tasks, particularly in domains with a high concentration of graph-structured data. 

SINN integration allows for the direct incorporation of statistical information into the learning process, allowing 

the model to benefit from both local and global statistical patterns for more robust and accurate predictions. 
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PGCN with SINN provide various benefits by seamlessly combining graph-based representation learning and 

statistical inference, including greater interpretability, better generalization to new data, improved feature 

extraction capabilities, and stronger resilience to noise and uncertainty.This hybrid architecture not only 

leverages the data's inherent structure and relationships, but it also effectively leverages statistical insights, 

making it a versatile and powerful framework applicable across a wide range of domains, including social 

networks, recommendation systems, biology, and finance. The idea to use Hybrid Progressive Graph 

Convolutional Networks (PGCN) combined with a Statistics-Informed Neural Network (SINN) originates from 

a comprehensive approach to dealing with the complexity of data processing. PGCNs provide a strong 

framework for utilizing graph structures, allowing for efficient information propagation between interconnected 

nodes and thereby capturing intricate relationships within data. By using SINN, which includes statistical 

insights, they improve the model's interpretability and generalizability. This fusion provides a more detailed 

knowledge of underlying patterns and trends, allowing us to extract relevant insights from disparate datasets 

while retaining scalability and accuracy. 
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Where 
( )Ti

tx~  is a unit path, and assume the node signal 
i

tx has one input. The cosine resemblance jis among two 

nodes. Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks   are a cutting-edge method for evaluating time series data, 

especially in fields such as finance, healthcare, and climate science. These networks take advantage of the 

intrinsic structure of time series data by expressing it as a graph in which each data point is a node and the 

temporal dependencies are recorded via edges. 
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Where
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wp represents the diffusion matrix, l  is the vector field and 
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wu denote the local data then 
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wq denotes 

the random variables. One novel addition to PGCNs is the inclusion of a Statistics-Informed Neural Network, 

which adds statistical data into the learning process. This hybrid methodology, which combines the strengths of 

deep learning with statistical methodologies, can better capture the underlying dynamics of time series data 

while also delivering interpretable insights generated from statistical analysis. 
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The softmax purpose is applied to regularize the advanced adjacency matrix, and LURe beginning removes the 

negative influences. The limit jadW learns the connection among the two signals 
( )Ti

tx~  and 
( )Tj

tx~ after altering 

each course with jadW .PGCNs dynamically learn time series data representations by aggregating information 

from the graph's surrounding nodes. This approach helps them to detention complicated patterns and addictions 

in the time series, resulting in more accurate predictions and insights. 
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Where ][ wZB  denotes the discrete time series data, ][ zwZB + represents the mean without loss of generality, 

][ 2
wZB  represents the brute force operation and )(ZHFC denotes the auxiliary matrices. The SINN component 

improves the performance of PGCNs by adding context and regularization, increasing their robustness and 

generalizability. This integration allows the model to learn from both raw data and statistical features, yielding 

more accurate predictions and a better knowledge of the underlying processes that drive the time series. 
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Where tX could represent the vectors of all nodes in the graph at time t , fW is the graph difficulty process 

with filter fW , and 1,KW , 2,KW are learnable limits. P Then TP are used to reproduce the forward and backward 

dispersal process. 
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Where || z  represents the start point of sensor data, )( jZy − is the sample input, 
||Z

j

qg denotes the 

smoothening parameter and )(ˆ yf q is the data retrieved from the dataset. Overall, Progressive Graph 

Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural Networks are a powerful framework for time series 

analysis, providing both cutting-edge performance and interpretability, making them ideal for a variety of real-

world applications. Finally, Hybrid PGCN-SINN Financial Market Volatility Forecasting into account in this 

work, SETOA is employed to optimize the Hybrid PGCN-SINN optimum parameters, here SETOA is employed 

for turning the weight and bias parameter of HybridPGCN-SINN. 

F. Optimization using Stock Exchange Trading Optimization Algorithm 

In this segment, Optimization using SETOA [31] is discussed. A stock exchange trading enhancement 

procedure provides various benefits in the fast-paced world of financial markets. Using powerful mathematical 

models and processing, such algorithms can quickly find optimal trading opportunities, execute transactions 

with precision, and efficiently control risks. They allow traders to profit from market inefficiencies, exploit 

short-lived price differences, and preserve competitive advantages in extremely volatile conditions. 

Furthermore, these algorithms can automate laborious jobs, minimize human error, and improve overall trading 

efficiency, resulting in higher profitability and performance for investors and institutions alike Algorithmic 

trading is a popular way for streamlining stock exchange trading. This technique is notable for its capacity to 

quickly assess large volumes of market data and execute transactions while sticking to predefined parameters. 

By automating the trading process, algorithmic systems can respond to market movements far faster than human 

traders, seizing on ephemeral opportunities and reducing losses. Furthermore, algorithmic trading mitigates the 

impact of emotional biases commonly observed in human decision-making, resulting in more disciplined and 

sensible investment methods. Because of its efficiency, speed, and capacity to operate around the clock, 

algorithmic trading is a popular alternative for investors looking to maximize returns while mitigating risks in 

the volatile world of financial market. 

1) Stepwise Procedure of SETOA 

Here, sequentially process is clear to get ideal cost of Hybrid PGCN-SINN depend on SETOA. Originally, 

SETOA makes the equally allocating populace to enhance parameters
( )TTi

tw xandp ~)1(
of Hybrid PGCN-SINN. 

Ideal solution promoted using SETOA algorithm. 

Step 1: Initialization 

Initial population of SETOA is, initially generated by randomness. The SETOA method begins by generating an 

early set of candidate answers. Every solution in the populace at large is known as a share. This document uses 

the terms "share" then "stock" alternatively in most circumstances. Then the initialization is derived in equation 

(18). 

 TNEEEE ,....,, 21=
               

(18) 

Here, E is denotes the share vector; N is signifies the populace size and T is denotes the real values variable. 

 

 

Step 2: Random Generation 

Input limits produced at casual after starting point. Best fitness value collection is depending upon their explicit 

hyper limit form. 

Step 3: Fitness Function 

The outcome is determined by initialized judgments and random responses. The fitness is then computed using 

the equation (19) 

( )
]~[ )1(

TTi
tw xandpOptimizingFunctionFitness =

                                                                  
(19) 
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Here
)1(

wp represents the increasing accuracy and 
( )TTi

tx~  represents the lowering peak signal-to-noise ratio. 

Step 4: Rising for optimizing
)1(

wp  

The rise in operator keeps pace with the market's rising share prices. During this phase, share prices might 

increase. In this instance, the maximum price at which shares may be purchased is regarded as the optimal price. 

The traders who possess a stock will benefit the most from it when its price reaches its peak. To simulate the 

increasing phenomena mathematically is given in equation (20) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )sEsETsEpsE j
h

jwj −+=+ )1(1
                          

(20) 

Here, ( )1+sE j is denotes the more exploring solution phase; ( )sE j is denotes position of 
thj share at current 

iteration; T is denotes the random number vector that is created with each iteration and ( )sE h
is denotes the 

best answer found until current repetition. To determine the demand affects share growth. Figure 2 shows the 

corresponding flowchart. 

 
Figure 2:  Flow chart of Stock Exchange Trading Optimization Algorithm. 

 

 

Step 5: Falling for optimizing
( )TTi

tx~
 

The conversation stage, dealers swap out their shares with the final profit margin for those with the highest 

profit margin. To do this, dealers queue up to purchase the best shares and sell the shares with the lowest yields. 

They just choose a seller from the worst share's sell queue and move it to the best share's purchase queue in 

order to accomplish this phenomenon. To draw traders, a competition can be held among all shares; however, 
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for ease of understanding, the seller should be paired with the best share. First, the poorest share is identified in 

order to quantitatively describe this process is given in equation (21) 

( )

kxNk

EdEdwhere
xEE

kxi
txworst

TT

=


=

,,.......,2,1

)()(~

                         

(21) 

Here, worstE is denotes the poorest share; xE is denotes the share with the lowest suitability is measured the 

worst if it obtain the lower aptness and N is denotes the population size. Then a seller is transferred to the best 

share's purchasing line and another seller is detached from the worst share's trade queue.
 

Step 6: Termination 

The weight parameter 
( )TTi

tw xandp ~)1(  from PGCN-SINN optimized optimization enhanced by support SETOA, 

reiteration functions until location information 1+= EE is met. The flow chart for SETOA is given in figure 2. 

PGCN-SINN is optimized with SETOA for   input financial market volatility forecasting, Then PGCN-SINN 

has accurately financial market volatility forecasting with higher accuracy. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Result of suggested Financial Market Volatility forecasting and Volatility Adjustment Algorithm Combined 

with Time Series Analysis using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed 

Neural Network. The proposed technique is implemented by python platform. The Intel Core i7-6900 k, 4 

DDR4 total 32 GB RAM, 1 CUDA-enabled NVIDIA TITAN XP graphics card, and Ubuntu 16.04 operating 

system were used for the research. With the Kares Tensor Flow 1.8.0 library and Python 3.6.3-64 bit were 

utilized several performance measures like accuracy, MAE, MSE, RMSE, MAPE, MSLE, and SMAPE. The 

results of the proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN methodology are compared to those of current 

techniques such as VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN techniques respectively. 

A. Performances Measures 

This is a crucial step for determining the exploration of optimization algorithm. 

Performance measures to evaluate to access performance like accuracy MAE, MSE, RMSE, MAPE, MSLE, and 

SMAPE. 

1) Accuracy 

Accuracy is the capacity to measure an exact value. A metric called accuracy can used to characterize the 

method performance in all classes. It is quantified by the following eqn (22) 

( )
( )FNTNFPTP

TNTP
Accuracy

+++

+
=                                                                                        (22) 

2) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

The Mean Absolute Error is a quantify the average absolute changes among forecast values and actual 

principles. Here's the equation for calculating MAE : 

 −= FYY
n

MAE
1

                                                                                                             (23)

 

Where n is the number of comments or data points. Y Denotes the real value. FY Signifies predicted value. 

3) Mean Square Error(MSE) 

Explains the average error between the input signal's actual value and its predicted value. It would seem that the 

suggested Approach performs better when the value of is lower. Following is the evaluation of the MSE 

( )
21

 −= FYY
n

MSE

                                                                                                           (24)

 

Where FYandY depict both the anticipated and real signals. Errors that result from arbitrary procedures are 

identified and fixed. The digital signals are sampled rather than continuously examined. 

4) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 
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The RMSE is a regularly employed metric for assessing a prediction model's accuracy. It computes the typical 

difference among the predictable and actual values. The RMSE equation is: 

( ) =
−=

n

i
ii yy

n
RMSE

1

2ˆ
1

                                                                                                 

(25) 

Where n is the amount of annotations. iy Is the dependent attributes real value for the observation i . iŷ is the 

dependent variable's anticipated value for the observation i . 

5) Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 

The MAPE is a measure used to assess the correctness of a predicting technique by calculating the average ratio 

change among the actual and forecasted values. The formula for MAPE  is: 


=

−
=

n

i

F

Y

YY

n
MAPE

1

1

                                                                                                           (26)

 

6) Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (MSLE) 

The MSLE is a measure used to assess the act of regression methods, particularly when the target variable has a 

wide range of values. It measures the average of the squared changes among the natural logarithm of the 

forecast and actual values. 

( ) ( )( )
2

1ln1ln
1
 +−+= FYY

n
MSLE

                                                                                    (27)

 

7) Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) 

MAPE is a measure used to assess the correctness of a forecast. The formula for SMAPE is 


=

+

−
=

n

i F

F

YY

YY

n
SMAPE

1

2

1

                                                                                                     (28)

 

B. Performance Analysis 

The imitation results of the suggested FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN technique are shown in Figure 3 to 9. 

The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN techniques linked to the VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and 

IVF-EAM-ANN techniques, in that order. 

 
Figure 3: Analysis of Accuracy 

Figure 3 depicts the analysis of Accuracy. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method attains 

30.53%, 23.34%, and 32.64% greater Accuracy which analysed with    existing VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN 
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and IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. This suggests its superior predictive capability in analyzing 

market volatility, offering significant advancements in forecasting accuracy for financial decision-making. 

 
Figure 4: Analysis of Mean Absolute Error 

Figure 4 depicts the Analysis of Mean Absolute Error. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method 

attains 39.50%, 24.41%, and 34.90% greater Mean Absolute Error which analysed with existing VF-SMI-CNN, 

VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. This indicates its superior accuracy in 

predicting market volatility compared to established approaches. 

 
Figure 5: Analysis of Mean Square Error 

Figure 5 depicts the Analysis of MSE. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method attains 35.67%, 

23.42%, and 33.64% low Mean Square Error which analysed with    existing VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and 

IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method in 

providing more accurate volatility forecasts, essential for informed decision-making in financial markets. 
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Figure 6: Analysis of Root Mean Square Error 

Figure 6 depicts the Analysis of RMSE. The suggested FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method attains 

39.57%, 25.30%, and 33.68% low Root mean square error (RMSE) which analysed with existing VF-SMI-

CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. This underscores its efficacy in 

providing more precise volatility forecasts, crucial for informed decision-making in financial markets. 

 
Figure 7: Analysis of Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

Figure 7 depicts the Analysis of MAPE. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method attains 

29.43%, 21.30%, and 31.63% low Mean Absolute Percentage Error which analysed with    existing VF-SMI-

CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. This indicates its efficacy in predicting 

market volatility, crucial for financial decision-making and risk management. 

 
Figure 8: Analysis of Mean Squared Logarithmic Error 
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Figure 8 depicts the Analysis of Mean Squared Logarithmic Error. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-

SINN method attains 32.50%, 22.41%, and 32.90% greater Mean Squared Logarithmic Error which analysed 

with existing VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. This indicates 

its superior accuracy and effectiveness in predicting market volatility, offering valuable insights for financial 

decision-making. 

 
Figure 9: Analysis of Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

Figure 9 depicts the Analysis of SMAPE. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method attains 

35.50%, 28.41%, and 39.90% greater SMAPE which analysed with existing VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and 

IVF-EAM-ANN analysed models respectively. SMAPE measures the accuracy of forecasting models, where 

higher values indicate greater forecasting errors. This suggests that the FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN 

method may have limitations in accurately predicting financial market volatility compared to existing models. 

C. Discussion 

This study develops the FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN models initial step toward Financial Market 

Volatility forecasting. Initially, data are collected from mainland China giving financial data and info as 

Bloomberg. The PGCN-SINN used Financial Market Volatility Forecasting. The optimized using SETOA. The 

performance of the developed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN was assessed using the following metrics: 

accuracy, MAE, MSE, RMSE, MAPE, MSLE, and SMAPE. The performance of the suggested work related to 

current techniques such as VF-SMI-CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN, the Proposed FMVF-VAAC-

TSA-PGCN-SINN method attain30.53%, 23.34%, and 32.64% higher  Accuracy ; 29.43%, 21.30%, and 31.63% 

low Mean Absolute Percentage Error and 39.57%, 25.30%, and 33.68% low Root mean square error analysed 

the  PGCN-SINN - SETOA method has higher evaluation metrics for accuracy. As a result the proposed 

technique Financial Market Volatility Forecasting more effectively and efficiency. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In present study, Financial Market Volatility forecasting and Volatility Adjustment Algorithm Combined with 

Time Series Analysis using Hybrid Progressive Graph Convolutional Networks with Statistics-Informed Neural 

Network. The proposed FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN method executed in land China giving financial 

statistics and info as Bloomberg. Performance of FMVF-VAAC-TSA-PGCN-SINN Approach contains30.53%, 

23.34%, and 32.64% higher  Accuracy ; 29.43%, 21.30%, and 31.63% low Mean Absolute Percentage Error and 

39.57%, 25.30%, and 33.68% low Root mean square error is compared with existing methods such as VF-SMI-

CNN, VF-SMI-CNN and IVF-EAM-ANN method. Lastly, we expect that changes of the concave purpose will 

advance prediction act further, and this will be measured in the future effort. 
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